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POST OFFICE BOX 168 
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001 

THE PREZ PAGE 

Well, the wind-down of 1980 has begun. The long and 
unbelievable heat wave is broken and beautiful fall 
weather is here. 

The fly-ins are about done and we hold our officers 
election for 1981 at our monthly meeting on October 28 
at our usual meeting place--Skyline Recreation Center, 
Skillman near Church. Eight excellent members have 
stepped up to bat for the four positions and several of 
the eight nominees have already served or assisted either 
this year or in the past. , I'm sure that any one of the 
gentlemen you choose will serve us faithfully~ The 
nominations are: 

President Larry Grimm 
Norm Seaton 

Vice President - John Harast 
Gerry Catha 

Secretary Charlie Zellner 
Bartie Coyle 

Treasurer Bob Clark 
John Reeves. 

The cost of our fabulous newsletter has doubled each 
year for the past couple of years and our treasury is 
just about down to the bottom of the barrel. In addi
tion, the ole printer needs a real major overhaul. So, 
the officers and Board of Directors voted to use the 
approximately $90 it would cost for the December issue 
plus the time to overhaul the printer. I am sure it 
will cost, at a minimum, $100 more for the overhaul, 
but at least we will have a head start on the cost. 

I have no idea how many years our dues have been $6.00 
a year, but it is no longer realistic. We average 220 
to 250 paid members each year. At $8.00 dues, we can 
barely cover 12 issues of our newsletter at our present 
cost. Therefore, we will also vote on dues of $9.00 
and a $1.00 add-on to· cover the printer re-build • 
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If you even raise an eyebrow on the $9.00 dues, I paid 
$9.42 last week for a case of beer that was about $3.75 
just three years ago. Almost everything has inflated 
approximately 250 to 300\ in the last five years. We 
are proposing a $3.00 increase, which is (pardon the 
expression) just about the cost of a s~all bag of lousy 
peanuts. 

Our plans for November and December sound great, so 
Vice--tell 'em. 

See you Tuesday night, October 28th, and Saturday mor
ning, November 8th. 
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CH 
POST OFFICE BOX 168 
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001 

THE VICE PAGE 

What a great lecture/discussion our guest speaker, Dave 
Blanton, gave in September. In a few years, many of us 
may be flying behind a Ford Escort that is a result of 
this man. 

We plan to show the movies on Oshkosh, vote for the new 
'81 officers, and have a good long discussion period 
for our October meeting. Then we plan a Saturday mor
ning Chapter 168 get-together on November 8th, 0930 to 
1230 at the Addison Chapter 168 Hangar Row. Meet at 
Hap Buce's hangar. Inspect his Akra, Dick Gavin's T-18, 

;,-;~ Wade Mumaw's Hyperbipe (it just flew), Ray Kirkpatrick's•,VA,-,4' 
,)',..-,eHip·erbipe (coming along great), Charlie Lamb's Super 

ENTER 
HERE 

Akro, A.D. Donald's Sonerai II, Bob Geren's Howard (good 
lord, I can't remember them all!), and the other ones in 
this complex. Inspect and talk to the 168 member~ who 
fly in their favorate bird. This is a chance to meet and 
see the planes and owners that we have read about in Dick's 
Hangar Echoes all these years. 

We are counting on and expecting thi 168 planes in force 
so we can all enjoy them together. 
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We expect Aero County and Air Park to be empty on 
November 8th. Ole 168 member planes will be at 
Addison'i Hangar Row. So support your apter and 
be a participator. We then plan to hold our Novem
ber meeting at Air Park on November 27 1 and also 
our o·ecember get-together at Air Park on December 16. 
NO dinner for December·· -just cocktails and a short 
meeting to present the new officers plus a good air
plane talk get-together. 

We will cover the November meeting and the December 
pa;rty in our November newsletter. 

P.S. Dick called and wanted 
photographed at Osko 

Upper Right - t 
Center Left - Durand 

to identi 
that are on 

Lower Right - tang 
Lower Left at 

Could you identify all of these? 

planes 
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HANGAR ECHOES 

October, 1980 

Editor 

DICK CAVIN 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

214/351-4604 

KERRVILLE REPORT 

Most of the aviation world vaguely knows that Kerrville, 
Texas is where Mooney aircraft are built and the everyday 
down to earth gravel kickers and ground pounders know it 
as a quaint and picturesque city in the heart of the dude 
ranch country and that it~s somewhere to the west of San 
Antonio and Austin. 

To EAAers though, it's where we have our big regiohal fly-in 
each year--an event we eagerly look forward to each year · 
that comes on the heels of Oshkosh. In fact, it's a whole 
lot like a non-sanforized version of Oskosh in many ways. 
Like "Oshkosh", which originally was held at Rockford for 
several years until it outgrew it, "Kerrville" began 16 
years ago at Georgetown, with the event being moved to 
Kerrville a few short years ago for the same reason. 

Texans are justly proud of the rugged hill country, where 
deer are as numerous as rabbits in other parts of the 
country; where 1100 springs of sparkling clear water are 
a reality and not just a catchy advertising phrase to sell 
beer. 

It's an area that you might hear German or Spanish spoken 
as often as English and is rich in the lore of the original 
settlers of German, Mexican, and early "TEXIAN" colonies 
and ranches. Each village and hamlet still has sausage 
makers whose wares are in demand nationally. This is the 
country, too, where Mexican ranch cooks introduced guests 
to skewers of barbecued beef with the mouth-watering aroma 
of mesquite smoke stimulating taste buds for miles around. 
The densely wooded areas of cedar, scrub oak, and mesquite, 
and lush valleys bordering numerous streams. make it a natu
ral home for all kinds of :Wild game. A few miles to the 
northeast, the chain of huge Highland lakes on the mighty 
Colorado River beckon vacationers from hundreds of miles 
around. 

E.A.A CHAPTER 168, P.O. BOX 168, ADDISON, TEXAS 7 5001 
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Apparently the sum total of a.11. "the above acts as a powerful 
magnet for a lot of people on·a year-round basis as Kerrville 
not only played host to over 220 conventions last year, but 
also to slightly over a million visit0rs! I know a lot of 
us wish we could have lingered a few l1:,y3 and prowled the 
hills on a leisqrely sightseeing tour. 

Mid-September weather frequently is a problem in this part 
of Texas, as each year right around t!1e autumn equinox you 
start getting a strong moist flo~ off the Gulf, and coupled 
with a slight reduction in dirunal heating the wee hours of 
the morning will usually bring an influx of low level stratus 
clouds and fog. 

Back in my early ai:cline dRys, we h..;.d. t>:J do a lot of our own 
Weather forecast ~n~ 1·~ ~r~P¥ t·~ ~~~~ ~e·~~0~~b1~ nTJArat1·on 

.!.. .1.0, ..I,.,_. V ,,_. Is.'~ V: '• :--1' ,! .. ••:·•A'-'"'·' •~ .. •~;1.,__,,, '-" -~~,- ., ...., "'-" • ..,,_,.. /k o.d' 

plans and one of th•e rule·· ot -t::1.,JD.t: gu:c .. c.es L u.sed between 
9:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. was to expect very low to zilch con-
d ·t·o h th .:/ _,,...., ' + ',o, ,,,,,,, <::~·'I' >'- 1 t.·v-s ~ ..... ~"• h d l. l. ns W en ,e 1.U;:;'h 1..,01.Ile, 2.,. 1..,,', .. , .. , ,.;hJ. ~ 8,,1,C, ., ._ <-~J/f-d.OaC e 
the temperature of the Gulf w,s>.tt:;:rs. Gi\·•;;n the right amount 
and direction of wind and just a little bi! of ADIABATIC 
cooling, you could just about make book on it being below 
limits. Still another little t~ing = laarn0d was to watch 
surface lights very carefully. If they started to get even 
a tiny bit fuzzy or get halos, watch out. It wouldn't be 
long. That was long before we ha~ ILS, t0c 1 and using the 
Old four -cours·"' ·r~:r1q,c, •'>{.; ,-·1·n· '!,~:·!"' ,:;.,-,\,,;1"'! ,·,·~·,, ,,_{r' ·we, c·o11 ld-n'f-

ii;;;;;"'«~ C"-" Ci,.,;;..F .• ).,,.- -•"·•·V •.... ,,•,•- J.-~-* i...,--.~·•J,£! ~.1;;.,, ,,,,,, ....... tJ.. ... 

descend below 400 feet ab0ve field elevaticn. We didn't 
have Such goodl. 0 s a" i1·i cr'h ; rt·;"-:-",., ·;rv ·,~ .. "-, 1,rav ·1 "'g· hts o·r approach • \o.,>.,,.. ..._. Ii ~~l::;•·•· ,.i'_,~!. ~.,...,,.i.:} .,b ,.,,.

1 
;.. ...i .... w• ) ,_.L.Jl, 

· l1"ghts wi"th sequenced f1;:,•-·h"'··~,, ·t-:·,, -,,r,-iT1t- .;.'!-,,,, ,,,.a•- +o t 11e runway A ,,, U. .L .•• ,,..~?J '- j. ,,..) \.,,, 'o...? ,i::' ·- "'"- ••.:., ""' t,J.J,"-, Y'I y !,,., ..• ,J. ~ ) 

so low visibility was of ccnsidsTable concern to us. 

The range stations were always locater'. from 1 to 3 miles away 
from the airport and the S.O.P. was to come over the range 
station at the approved minimum altituder then turn to the 
proper heading to the airport and hold it fo= X number of 
seconds as we descended to the approved altitude above field 
level. Needless to say, such approaches were non-precision 
and in order to get properly aligned with the runway before 
getting too close we memorized various things on the ground 
on the approach path that we could look straight down at. 
These things would give us a clue on alignment, as well as 
distance out and would keep us from having to make a hairy 
steep turn at the last moment. 

(Guess it's a sign of approaching dotage when I get off on 
such a tangent and ramble on and on about things that hap
pened 40 years ago. Such tales are about as thrilling as 
the details of the opening day games of the NFL in 1965.) 



Meanwhile, back at ranch country and the 16th Annual 
Southwest Regional Fly-in: -

Late Friday afternoon, CHARLEY FREEMAN taxied by the 
hangar in the RV-3 to wait for LEW SHAW to arrive so 
they could roll DR. BOB BAKER's 11Big Red" Starduster 
Too out and fly formation down to Kerrville that evening, 
but by the time Lew got there it was going to crowd sun
down time, so we all decided to wait and go early Saturday 
morning. RICH GARDNER came by about that time and said he 
would probably join us in the Super Cruiser the next morn
ing, too, so we got everyone gassed up and loaded and all 
ready to light the fuse early the next morning. 

Early Saturday morning, OWEN BRUCE and I tucked our baggage 
away in the T-18 and then had a last minute conflab with 
the rest of the bunch. They wanted me to fly lead in the 
formation, as Lew claimed he didn't have any maps, so away 
we went with a formation takeoff. We flew around the east 
side of town to stay clear of the congested area as much 
as possible. After passing Lancaster, we headed for Waco 
at 140 mph indicated, as that was max cruise for B,ig Red. 
Our plane-to-plane frequency was filled with all kinds of 
foolishness in high spirits, like: "Captain-Navigator, 
sir. What does the I.N.S. read now?" "We're right smack 
over Nashville," answered someone. "Sure looks like Pitts
burgh to me," said another. Etc. Etc. "I'm indicating 
MACH point zero zero eight," said ____ . Later on someone 
said, "I guess you didn't hear me, did you? I couldn't hear 
myself, as I was exceeding the speed of sound and my voice 
went to the back of the airplane instead of in the micro
phone I" H-M-M-M. Only super-sonic pilot I know is KE.N 
LARSON and he and Concorde were off s.omehwere else tod,y. 

As we went by Waco I got the current AVS and SAT weather 
from Fort Worth Flight Watch. AVS WXwas "obscured, 2 1/2 
miles VIZ in FOG, no spread, caliii:-11 Ditto SAT. Not fore
cast to improve much until 1100. We presseaon as far as 
Belton, when it became undercast. After a short mid-air 
conference we decided to retreat to McGregor, refuel, and 
have another rurl at it later. We could have stayed VFR 
on top, but since we didn't. know what KRV WX was, we 
thought this might not be the smartest~ing we'd done 
that day. Besides, Lew said he wouldn't go so far as to 
say that 300 hoss engine on Big Red used a lot of gas, but 
every 15 minutes he'd hear a voice say, "Long live OPEC." 

While on the ground at McGregor we had a nice visit with 
the builders of two almost identical new tailwinds--so 
new that each had less than 10 hours on them. One of the 
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aerobatic pilots for the KRV show rolled his Pitts out 
just as we all left (MAX s"C'HAUK). 

This time we headed due west towards Goldthwaite to skirt 
the northern edge of the restricted area (which was "hot" 
according to Ft. Hood-Gray AFB approach), turning south 
to Llano, Lomita, then direct to KRV, via the Stonewall 
VOR, which is close to the LBJ rancn. KRV has a VOR close 
eyat Center Point and expects to have arull ILS7jy next 
year. 

As we approached the KRV area we switched over from "talkee 
talk" freq. to the temporary FAA tower freq. of 120.0 
(motorcycles, giggi-hertz, orsumpin' like that). Arriving 
traffic was directed to enter a right-hand downwind south 
of the field far runway 20, report turning base, then ta 
watch for a green light an short final. We wanted to make 
a formation fly by on runway 12 (which was the non-controlled, 
left-hand fly by pattern), but it was no deal since we hadn't 
been briefed, so we went to trail formation and stretched out 
our spacing to 50 feet apart and landed. As we taxied back 
we saw the Cutler "Spirit of Poverty" rocket up and away on 
R12 to join the Tly by pattern, which by now lookeq like the 
old rat race days at Rockford. 

The very efficient ground crew signaled us in to our parking 
space and quickly got us a pair of wing walkers. Parking 
was in front of the Mooney complex, with tail to tail dove
tailing between two rows to save space. We were hardly out 
of the airplane when BOB and DOROTHY GEREN walked up with 
GORDON and BARBARA GABBIDlT. In a few moments, here came 
DAYE KERNODLE, CLARENCE and PEGGY WAY, PEGGY CUTLER, and 
JIM and PEGGY YOUN~. The three Peggy's weren't there to 
greet me. They were there to lynch me! Seems that I had 
closed the last newsletter by saying, "gents" (not gents 
and gals). They pointed out that they and other gals had 
their own chapter membership cards. When I explained it 
was justa slip of the ballpoint and I really wasn't a male 
chauvinist, I was let off with a stern warning. Boys and 
girls, that was close! 

Several 168ers flew down on Friday. JIM YOUNG flew the Fly 
Baby down Friday, and in answer to my question on how long 
it took him was "1 1/2 hours". He then added, "To McGregor, 
not Kerrville". The CUTLERs and the WAYs also made it on 
Friday in the Clipper and the Swift. ---rt:"ARENCE walks around 
all day with a silly grin on his face and when anyone even 
mentions a word like Swift, he lights up like a Xmas tree. 
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CHARLEY GRANT and the Starduster were on hand and as usual 
he's having a ball. He's trying his best to catch up on 
all the flying he missed out on while the 'Dust~r was down 
for refurbishing. 

Another 168er there was GENE BRYANT and his PL-4. He's 
another chapter member that's playing catch up ~n flying 
time. His airplane is looking great again, too. He had 
intended to demonstrate the folding wing feature while 
there, but a buddy of his was supposed to bring some neces
sary parts down and he ran off and forgot 'em. Gene is one 
of those super enthusiasts that stand by his airplane at a 
fly-in and is delighted to let visitors try out the cockpit, 
etc., and he gives them a first class tour of the airplane's 
features. He not only answers their questions, but he also 
encourages them to jump in and get their feet wet on home
building. The real EAA spirit! 

LEA ABBOTT, the indomitable spirit, and his 1910 Curtiss 
pusher were there, too. The airplane trailer had a blowout 
and then a flat just prior to reaching Fredericksburg, so 
he had to put the airplane together at the Fredericksburg 
Airport and fly on in to KRV. A 20 mile cross country may 
not sound like much, but Ior an underpowered airplane (that 
has the glide capability of a streamlined anvil) over really 
rouyh country, it could be pretty exciting--especially when 
you re sitting out in the open on the nose! Lea had to 
leave the trailer there and wait until Monday for replacement 
tires to be shipped in, so he went to a lot of trouble and 
expense to entertain the air show crowd. 

Down the line from Lea's airplane was a beautiful Cavalier 
102.5, resplendent in obviously new paint, and of course 
it had to be LARRY GRIMM's. It was the first fly-in for 
it and when the awards were passed out on Saturday night 
Larry's Cavalier was judged the Best Low Wing there. He 
was thrilled about that and Chapter 168 is justifiably 
proud of him and his really fine airplane. Congratulations, 
Larry! Very well done. 

BEN DUARTE flew his Varieze down from Denver, his new home, 
and several other nice looking Variezes made the scene. He 
said he was sharing a hangar at the Arapho County Airport 
with another Varieze builder at a measly $35 per month each. 

As we looked around the assembled display airplanes, one 
stood out--a blood red FOKKER triplane from Houston, which 
won not only the Best of Biplane Class, but also the Best 
of Show. Best of Show is determined by popular vote and 
this absolutley immaculate WWI replica was truly deserving. 



I 
I 

The finish was unbelievable. GORDON GABBERT was highly 
complimentary of it and he ougnta know! (His FOKKER D-VII 
replica was perfection itself.) The triplane not only 
looked wonderful, it flew very well, too. It was powered 
with a Warner 165 radial to simulate the original rotary 
and appeared to be very agile. The builders were GARY 
SHEPARD and AL LANSING. 

The Best High Wing trophy went to BOB BRASHER of Waco 
for his spotless version of STEVE .. WITTMAN's great Tailwind. 
It takes real artistry to make a beautiful airplane out of 
a basic Tailwind since it is designed to be a functional 
airplane first and graceful next. 

I saw some of the airplanes I remembered being there in 
'76 and '77. FOREST BECKNER's FW-1 original low wing from 
Victoria; SPEED MIL:CER 1 s rare Marine OE-2 (L··19) from La 
Porte; and"w1r-·"WH'!T1'"'s Warwick Bantam from Corpus, among, 
others. I wonc!ereawhat had happened to all the rest that 
were there those years. That would make a good story some
tirne--tracking all of them down. 

Another Chapter 168 member there with his airplane.was DICK 
SMITH who still maintains 168 membership even though he~ 
livect in Austin for several years. His airplane is one of 
a kind. It's an all metal Cantilever low wing, single place, 
open cockpit. It's a tail dragger and the main gear legs 
are Cessna-type. It's powered by a 125 Lye., and Dick says 
it flies well and he has fun with it. I told him about DALE 
HAFERKAMP selling his RV-3' wings to concentrate on the SKYOTE 
proJect and he hot-footed it up to Burleson the next week and 
bought 'em. His RV-3 fuselage is well along the way. 

Of the 225 display aircraft there and the 385 transient air
craft that came in to enjoy, there were a lot of unusual and 
fine airplanes to look at. Far too many to enumerate, but 
you'll see some of them in a future issue of Sport Aviation. 
I ran into JACK COX as he prowled the lines with his camera. 
I had to compliment him on his photography. His shots of 
the Monnet low wing in this month's S.A. were collector items. 
I happen to think that he is the #1 aviation writer to come 
along in the last 40 years--by far. 

The aerobatic show started at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday and 
lasted until 5:00. We saw a lot of fine aerobatic routines, 
including those by CHARLEY FREEMAN and LEW SHAW of 168, but 
three hours is a bit too long. Also, at KRV they have to 
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pull everyone back of the fence away from the display 
airplanes in order to comply with FAAs 500 ft. rule, so 
a lot of people that arrived at mid morning Saturday 
didn't have much time to look at airplanes. Perhaps 
they can figure out a better way of doing it next year. 

Charley and Lew insisted I fly the RV-3, as I hadn't 
flown it since I'"'Terriect it back from London in a cold, 
cold December a couple of years back. It has a new 
engine of 10 more hosses and has been reworked in many 
ways to make it an even better aerobatic airplane. 
Since the RV-3 is one of my favorite homebuilts, it 
took almost a full 10 seconds of coaxing to get me to 
fly it. I had a ball. It was very unstable, though. 
It kept getting upsdide down with me. I'd pull the 
nose up and it would go over on its back, so I'd roll 
it out and dive down and try it again. Doggone if it 
wouldn't do the same thing again. Made my good landing 
for the year in it. It's so easy to land it almost 
makes a super squeaker by itself. Wish I had one to 
go with my T-18 days when I'd like to go out and do a 
few rolls and the like. ('course I'd like to have a 
Buecker and Hipe ipe, too). 

We missed al' JIM RUSH and his Mustang II, but field 
conditions at TittYEawK were too bad. Said his ship 
fell into one of the dry weather cracks out there and 
he had a hard time getting out. 

The real high point of the fly-in was the Saturday 
night awards dinner. It was held in the giant sized 
patio of the Holiday Inn and the motif was an Hawaiian 
luau. It was all out in the open with the stars as a 
canopy, and the temperature was perfect. PAUL POBEREZNY 
was the featured guest speaker with JACK COX also making 
known his impressions of his first Texas fly-in. The 
food was excellent and nearly 1,000 congenial EAAers 
hugely enjoyed the evening. 

The next morning the low overcast showed up on schedule, 
but started to break up by 1000. By noon, though, it was 
broken and by the time we'd gone 30 miles we climbed up 
on top to 7500' and went home like gang busters with a 
tailwind that must have been about 30 mph or so. It was 
gusting to 30 when Owen landed at Addison. 

It was a great fly-in and a lot of EAAers had a most 
enjoyable weekend.· I'm looking forward to next year and 
hope most of you will, too. 
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Our September meeting came just two days after getting 
back from KRV and it was really a dandy. DAVE BLANTON 
is truly one of the most knowledgeable men7.n EAA and 
we were most fortunate to get a first hand report of 
what will likely be one of the most important items in 
EAA's future--the Ford Escort engine. All of us are 
very grateful to Dave for coming down and talking to 
us and especially for the huge amount of money and 
time he's invested in research of the project for the 
benefit of EAAers everywhere. 

Last minute news: October 7, 1980. WADE MUM.AW flew 
his Hiperbfpe Tor the first time todafrc, .. ,i;Ilf.;7r](A had 
been out early in the morning and signed o f1Is 
Hiperbipe, as well as RAY KIRKPATRICK' s NA·-6 and 
CHARLEY LAMB' s Super Stephen's Akro. There w,:1sn 't 
anything left to do on the Hiperbipe, so there was 
no reason not to fly it. He cranked up about 1800 
and taxied out flew it. Everything was just per
fect. It's well behaved on the ground and the air 
there were no problems. He took about a lf hour 
getting used to it then came in and greased it on. 
All of us that watched the project that 
Wade's Hiperbipe is truly one of the finest built· 
airplanes in the whole country. Not only , but 
it's a fine looking airplane, too. So Wade, we offer 
our most sincere congratulations for a j well done! 

October 8th: Wade wanted to fly some more today, so 
we decided to get some air-to-air shots., BILL LAWLER 
beat it home and got his color TV camera aiia recorder 
and we piled in his Cessna 175 and while I flew, Bill 
got a lot of good air shots, including a couple of 
stalls. We flew on up to Grayson County (Perrin) and 
landed and watched some of the National Aerobatic Cham~ 
pionships, took some more TV pix and flew home. We'll 
be showing the TV tape at our October meeting if Bill's 
work schedule p~rmits. It came out very good. We'll 
also have a full report on the Hiperbipe in the very 
near future. 

HAP BUCE had his Stephen's Akro up at Grayson in front 
of DON ORT's hangar when we taxied up. He now has 
about 10 hours on it and has done a few rolls with it 
so far. He just got through putting a new tank in it 
with cutouts above the rudder pedals. This gives him 
more room for his feet when using brakes, as he had 
problems of hitting the tank with his shoes when he 
needed some rudder or brake in a hurry. We'll also 
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have a full report and pictures on Hap's Akro soon. 

Last month I promised an article by DR. MARK GRAHAM 
about his experiences with his Scorpion helicopter, 
so it's included in this newsletter. I think you'll 
enjoy reading it as much as I did and perhaps enrich 
your knowledge of sling wing machines. 

We also are including an excellent article by LARRY 
GRIMM that you'll probably want to file away for 
future use. Thanks a million, Larry. 

Long time chapter member BILL FREEMAN passed away with a 
heart attack last month. His widow, LOUISE, wrote me 
that she would like to sell the VP-1 proJect they were 
working on. The project is pretty far along and the 
inventory contains quite a few parts that were purchased 
from suppliers. For someone that wants to get airborne 
quickly for few bucks, here's your big chance. Call me 
and I'll fill you in on prices and details. The VP-1 
is a fun machine, as MILTON SCOTT and KEITH WINSHIP will 
tell you and it's pretty cheap to fly, too. Louise is 
giving 168 members first crack at this, so don't go,to 
ileep and miss it. 

I have several more articles I'll have to hold over 
until next month as we're out of space and time for 
this month, so I'll just say "Adios" to you guys AND 
GALS until then. 

Dick 
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THE SAGA OF A HELICOPTER 

Definition of Saga: A modern tale--epic, like in nature 

Definition of Epic: A tale dealing with heroic action and 
written in elevated style 

Definition of Elevated: Oh well--

It all started Nith an article in Flying Magazine about 
this fun, saf'e, easy to build and fly machine with the 
revolutionary belt system which is much safer, more economical 
and easier to maintain than the usual run or the mill choppe~s 
with the conventional transmission. 

Orientation at the factory was very professional, quite 
impressive and full of plain simple facts£ So then and there 
we decided that this was the machine that we would use to 
e.xplore Palo Dura Canyon and the Big Bend N :tonal Park. 

Everything arrived in a multitude of' boxss on a very cold 
day in November--a perfect time to start to be flying when the 
warm spring air starts to blow. Let's see~ First on the 11st 
was cut out, bend, shape, drill and weld 8. multitude of hardwa.t-ee 
Mentally we allotted seven days for this., give or take a few. 
So what if it takes all of fourteen days l 'I'hr>ee months later 
minus one fingernail, two sets of lenses for m:y glasses, two 
grinding wheels, five band-saw blades we fiDally finished the 
hardware. 

A hundred miles of welr'!ing was next--th.is was time consum1n~ 
and real fun at times. The local expert got us st art ed and we 
soon improved on all his techniques. We even developed such sk!ll 
that we could absolutely for sure torch weld without any popping~• 
this held true all the time except when you happened to have on 
your good clothes. 

Brackets all on--now the good stuff such as cyclic and 
collective controls. Hold the front frame ten inches with refer~ 
ence to ground line--hold main shaft 1.4° tilt to the pilots 
side and .6° forward. Mental thought number one--What difference 
can this make unless you are going to land always on absolut~ly 
level ground? The cyclic and collective are most interesting and 
deal mainly with control of the angle of attack of the blades~• 
their speed and tipping them forward, backward, and sirle to sldee 
This isn't exactly easy as all the ship is stationary except the 
shaft and blades and tail rotor. Some means of pitch control ha~ 
got to go from a stationary control in your hand to a blade with 
a tip speed of 400 m.p.h. The main mechanism for this is a stub 
shaft with a slot in it at the end of the cable to the blades 
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terminating in this slot the connection between stationary and 
rotating in a small pin about one quarter inch in diameter held 
in place by a small one inch sliding collar--thus via rods and 
angles through three right angles en::Hng up in your hand. 
Mental N-:>te Humber f "O: If' anything happens to any of this-
from the pin through all the angles to your hand equals instant 
crash. The cyclic is even more intricate and just as important 
and just as deadly.. This caused Mental Note Number Three. 

Anyhow the final day arrived for checkout, so out to the 
factory we go. The bulletin said, "Please be at the flight 
center rearly to go at 7 a.m. sharp". All four of us wr-,re there 
on time. About nine e.m. a very salty looking gentlemen with 
two days growth of beard walked in and peered at us through 
eyes that looked like ripe tomatoes and announced, "L'm your 
instructor. It's too windy to fly. Come back in the morqing 
a.t si.x", and turned around and stalked out. We all looke-.f a.t 
the dead limp windsock with stunned expressions. Oh well, we 
are only supposed to learn to hover and to get five or six 
hours time in the week .. Next day we all fly--rotating a.fter 
twenty minute segments and with a shut down between every third 
flight for gas and check. 

The first flight was frustrating to say the least and seemed 
to go like this: The instructor lifts off, sits in hover about 
tNo feet off the ground and says, "Okay now, you take the cyellc, 
I'll take care of the collective and tail rotor. Okay--you got 
it". In about three secords we are tot ally ou±l of control and 
the instructor takes over. The ship sits there perfectly motion• 
less and I note that his right hand shows almost no movement at 
all. "Okay, you got it 11

• This time it is about ten seconds be
fore the instructor takes over. Again the ship is motionless 
two feet above the ground--his hand never moving more than a 
frAction of an inch. "Okay, you got it". This time it took 
about twenty seconds and by that ti~e my hand was flying all 
over the cockpit trying to keep that bucking bronco level. The 
instructor has to take over again. By this time a cold chill wss 
going down the middle of my back. "Okay, you got it". This time 
I go for almost a minute. Wow, I'm learning--but what have t 
learned? It's uncanny--you can't tell what you are doing diI'ferent 
now from the first five second flight. By the end of the first 
twenty minutes lesson I am holding level with a maximum motion of 
my cyclic hand about six to eight inches in all directions. I 
still can't pinpoint what I have learned. During the second twenty 
minute flight you can actually handle the cyclic and even relax a 
bit. 

Now you are ready to start on the ground. The cyclic control 
still in your right hand and now your left hand is full too with 
the collective, which is the throttle and pitch. You try to 
remember that the more pit~h equals more drag--needing more throttle. 
Keep the r.p.m. 1 s on the hutton. Okay, you have your r.p.m., 
raise the collective graf 11allv increasing throttle for the incre~se 
in pi"eh and you can tell thirigs are beginning to get light and 
then sudiienly you are airborne. Immediately on lift-off you can be 
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sure of one thing--something is going to happen. It is always 
very thrilling because you never know what it is going to be. 
We've had two twenty minute sessions and you finally have the 
frown off your face. And non you get orders to take over the 
foot pedals. At last both hands and your feet are occupied. 
Another forty minutes and you can actually handle all three 
systems and even smile a bit. One of the hardest things is to keep 
at 2-3 feet when you are in constant ground efI'ect (ground effect 
is caused by the blades compressing a lot of air which is very 
dense and round onto the ground--tbrough which you must descend 
to land). It is like trying to sit on top of a 1 e beach 
bal 1 in the middle of a swimming pool.. At e t feet or on up 
it is entirely a different ballgame--ver,_.,r e2s;{ 0••no pPoblems. 

Du~ing the week of flight training the four ~f us received 
a total of 4.7 hours flying time each and the rn reason for 
not receiving more was that we were shut down three to five times 
every day because of tail rotor belt slipp The belt system 
for' the power supr.,ly ses1:1s to be okay althou I ha,;e grave dou~te 
of your ever being able to auto-rotate in c~;se f' Rny probl~ b1't 
the belt system for the tail rotor is a jok6. refused to 
talk to us about it. Mental Note Number Four'~ ion 1 t see one 
single person in the office, in the flight schoo ! or· anywhere 
associated with R6to Way Co"npany flying this t safe, cheap to 
operate, traffic jumper to and from work~--

:BAck home we are eager to become the snpEn' r1over' expert in 
the entire world. We must brag about our ship a moment. It 
flew smoother, quietAr, and easier with lesd v.U.rration than any 
of the four ships we flew at the flight sc 1, This wqs not 
easy and one day with the kind assistance of M ie Ne removed, 
adjusted and replaced the main blades fourteen t S!if 

We had the lead lag so accurate on the two blades that there 
was almost no resonating stage and at liftoff stage it was so 
smooth you would have sworn that the blades weren't turning. We 
have been in several jet rangers and none of them compared with 
oµr little bird. 

One day,ten or fifteen hours later we felt the belt starting 
to slip. This was no concern for it had done so many times before• 
)Ve are only fifty ye.rds from the h()cJ6Ct B.nd stlll had about half of.'• 
my tail rotor control, so no sweat--on into the pad--a leisurely 
let down to a landing when all of a sudden at about five feet above 
the pad I lost all tail rotor control. Instantly I was spinning 1n 
the opposite direction of the main rotors at a speed so rast the 
ground was unrecognizable. It was impossible to tell if we were 
still level--sheer terror ~illed me from my toes to my eyeballs. 
There was only one place to go and that was down. If we hit the 
dirt rotating at this spARi something was bound to happen. I 
pra·re,J t:1 8 t .ve would be lAvel--and level we were., We hit flat on 
both runners. Of course thA torque turned us over, but we sur
vived with no more than a slight cut on my right hand. 
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Conclusion: 

1. Reference to Mental Note Number Four. Now I know. 

2. I will never under any circumstances ride in any helicopteP 
of any size or make unless I'm stranded in circumstances 
that will guArantee 100~ chance of death If I don't go. 
(Exception to this--stay within four feet of the ground and 
not over ten miles per hour) 

3. Learning and flying a chopper is the most interesting, 
challenging and enjoyable experience with a mechanical 
machine I've ever had. 
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PAINT STRIPING TAPES ----- -------- -----

Thanks to Marvin Brett's Assistance and recommendations 

we recently obtained a fairly successful job of striping 

N413P. Just before I got serious about putting some 

color on old "Blue Nose''.,Marvin suggested that I 

consider using mylar (filament) type edge tapes during 

the paint striping process. He also loaned me some left 

over mylar tape that he had used on his Sonerai. I 

used .S'T I TS Aero thane. Much to my this turned 

out to be a good combination. The mylar tape provided 

a good sharp line with no run-under. Since three 

different colors were painted I was concerned about tape 

pull timing. I found no written instruction on "how-to" 

so we just jumped in head first. 

as follows: 

The sequence went 

1. Clean off surfaces with soap & water 
2. Place all edge tapes (Took much longer than 

expected) 
3. Mask off all areas except for 1st color 
4. Lightly sand unmasked area with 400 grit. 

Be sure to sand close to edge tape & clean 
with Tack Cloth. 

5. Re-press &/or check all edge tapes to be sure 
that they are all down. 

6. Paint 1st color - 3 coats Aerothane 
7. After 12 hrs. prepare to spray 2nd color,masking etc, 
8. Repeat steps 4 thru 6 
9. After 12 more hrs. prepare to spray 3rd coat 

10. Afte,r appx. 8 more hrs. remove all tapes & mask 

11. Pull edge tapes back at a sharp angle 



As it turned out no edge tapes were pulled until t~~~/ 
r-,,,--,·c 

entire three (3) color process was complete,which// 

meant that edge tapes around the third color were 

pulled about seven (7) or eight (8) hours after 

spraying and edge tapes around the first color were 

pulled about 36 to 40 hours after we shot the first 

color. Hardly any difference, if any, could be 

detected in the results. 

Mylar ht,.,<'J,-WC,r,tape can be purchased at Sherwin-

Williams Auto Paint Store. Approxirnc:te prices are 

as follows: 

' 1/8" wide X 60 yards 2 ~ 75,/roll approx. 

1/4" wide X 60 yards (?) 

1/2" wide X 60 yards #6893 $3 •> l l 

3/4" wide X 60 yards #6897 $3.04/roll (?) 

1 II wide X 60 yards #6898 $4.42/roll 

Even though this tape is more expensive than regular 

masking tape the additional investment is highly 

recommended. 

l' 
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SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN: 
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT 

9007 SAN BENITO 214/327-4324 

vertising 
Artist 

24161 2 1WcKirmey Avenue 
Dallas, Te.ras 75201 

214 + 741-2604 

R. W. MORT 
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324 HILLVIEW DRIVE 
HURST, TEXAS 7 6053 817-282-6940 

ATTENTION: HOMEBUILDERS! ! ! 

USED Al RP LANE PARTS 

PAUL CAMP 

214/227-4569 LANCASTER AIRPORT 
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Instruments 
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Engines 
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Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
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IAIRPLANE KITSI 
SPRUCE 

WllDED 
ASSEMl,IES 

A■OAFT PLYWOOD HARDWARE 

AIPHA AVIATION Su,,, Y Co. 
~ P 0. BOX 641 • GREENVILLE. TEXAS 75401 
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